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a house
On the Lake

A community of fishermen
rises from the frozen tundra

It’s July at Caspian Lake in Greensboro and the

neighborhood of cottages around the rim teems

with residents; the public beach is clotted with

kids, wet dogs, picnics; nobody’s wearing more

than sandals and a wet bathing suit. A pick-up

truck unloads a motorboat, while in the distance

two kayakers ghost through the lake’s silky waters.

It’s now January and the cottages around Caspian

Lake are locked, their pipes drained, shades

pulled. The public beach is like tundra, baring not

even a dog’s footprint. A pick-up truck breaches

the boat-loading zone and keeps going, out onto

the ice-cemented lake, towing something that

looks like a deluxe outhouse.

Overnight, the lake itself becomes a spontaneous

colony—30 shanties surrounded by a vast albino

lawn. So who’s out there? Why would they want to

be alone in the cold? What is the appeal of spend-

ing your time in this austere environment waiting for

a fish to bite? With curiosity that’s two parts anthro-

pologist and 98 parts busybody, I strike out to meet

The Inhabitants.
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My initial contact begins one weekend in late January as
I abandon my car at lake’s edge. The air is a brittle 23
degrees and the ice is solid as concrete. Shanties are
scattered across the four-mile surface in clusters and
lone outposts. Imagine shaking a clock so the sum of
numerals loosens and falls—such is the lake’s face. Due
to the lack of snow and ever-present winds, one can set
off in any direction unhindered. In later weeks those
with plow trucks will clear a kind of main street down
the middle of the lake from which little footpaths, estab-
lished with boots, shovels, or snowblowers, branch out,
leading to the shanties.
For now it is possible to fix on a destination and go

straight for it, so I aim for the group in the center of the
lake and find a posse of young adults hanging out by a
hole in the ice. They are sweetly inebriated, gloved
hands and bare hands clamped around beer cans.
Next to a dinner-plate-sized hole through the ice

there’s a five-gallon bucket of water holding inch-long
minnows. A man in his late thirties, whose reserve has
perhaps been loosened by the brew, says, “Oh, those are
shiners and rosy reds.” The shiners are silvery and the
rosy reds look like they were raided from a grade-
schooler’s tank. “Is this what you’ve caught?” I ask.
“No,” he tells me, “this is the bait.”
It takes a fish to catch a fish, and bait-fish must be

alive now and later when on the line. “So don’t hook it
through its back bone,” he tells me.
The following weekend I arrive at the lake and dis-

cover another kind of bait: smelt. Whereas last week-
end’s revelers bought the shiners and rosy reds, the
smelt hunters find their bait on site. Clustered where the
bathers and Labs waded in July, I encounter them stand-
ing or sitting on portable stools, but also lying face
down on the ice, motionless, like victims of hypother-
mia, except their friends nearby seem nonplussed. I
hunch down next to one of the apparent casualties and
ask, “Are you okay?”
A boy, marshmellowed in snowpants and parka, turns

and looks up at me. “Yeah. I’m watching them, you can
see ’em.”
He’s got a line clenched in his mitt, a line that disap-

pears through the ice. “Oh! Here he comes. He’s playing
with it.”
“What’s ‘it? The hook?’ ”
“A maggot.”
“Oh.”
The boy’s concentration is locked on the smelt lurk-

ing a few centimeters beneath his cheek, so I ask
Armour Moodie, a man with a rod standing nearby,
“Maggots?”
Armour, a short, solidly built man with a hint of a

French accent, translates for his recumbent nephew.
Withdrawing a vial from his shirt pocket, a pocket deep
within the recesses of his coat, he says, “See, they gotta
stay warm.” He opens the vial and shows me writhing

white rice nestled in a pinch of sawdust. “It’s $3 for a
vial with maybe eight inside, but this will last.” It’s pos-
sible to catch 10 or 12 smelt with the same maggot
before it falls off.
“I’m getting a hit,” his nephew cries.
Then I ask Armour the second most important ques-

tion on the Caspian: How do you know when it’s safe
enough to go out on the ice?
He grins, “When you don’t see your buddy fall

through.”
During my initial foray, as I stand beside the revelers,

many of whom seem oblivious to the hole in the floor of
their plein-air party, I ask the Number One Question on
the lake, the query of most influence and consequence:
Been catching anything?
“No, it’s too cloudy,” my happy guide says, telling

me it’s all about the sky and how fish can feel the baro-
metric pressure, and when it’s cloudy they ignore the
rosy red writhing on the monofilament line, but when
it’s clear, they bite.

Like houses along a suburban cul de sac, each shanty
bears a small sign announcing its owner. Vermont
Department of Fish and Wildlife asks every shanty
owner on the lake to post an identifying plaque, includ-
ing the angler’s name, hometown, and phone number.
Sometimes this information is simply hand-painted
directly onto the shanty. Others add ornamental flourish-
es, such as the couple who embellish their sign with a
picture of two fish lurking among the rocks and min-
nows of the lake’s depths.
Throughout my lake-wide canvass I discover all kinds

of these creative touches, as even the shanties have dis-
tinct character and vary in size from a confession-booth-
sized clapboard domicile to a 4-foot by 10-foot tow-
along camper with a hole cut through the floor for set-
ting one’s line. Furthermore, this temporal village is
built from whatever the ice fishers have on hand: roofing
tin, particle board, fiberglass and, often, the materials
reflect the “day job” of the fisherperson inside.
So, as I approach the linen-closet-sided shack just off

of a spit of land where the canoes of July launched, I
read the plaque and know that it belongs to Adam
Knowlton of Peacham, Vt., even before I lay eyes on the
blue-eyed, toothy young man.
Adams appears beside his shanty constructed of a

cast-off roof from his father’s house. “You can go in,”
Adam says, gesturing toward his hut. The inside is
smothered with yellow foam, because, it so happens,
Adam works as an insulation blower. Heated to a wel-
coming 80 degrees by a tiny propane heater, the interior
is as spare as a meditation room—no radio, no maga-
zines, no stack of books, nothing remotely entertaining
except the view of the lakeshore through the window.
For Adam, 23, fishing is a kind of North Country

Zen, in that he reports to his chapel at predawn hours

PREVIOUS PAGE: Robbie Montgomery shows off his prize, a lake trout caught in Caspian Lake in Greensboro. CLOCKWISE

FROM TOP LEFT: A tip up. The arched piece launches upright when the fish takes the bait. Robbie baits his hook with smelt.

Robbie resets the tip up while his son James and Nate Pike look on.
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(he’s been here since 5:15 a.m.); he’ll fast, albeit unin-
tentionally, if he has forgotten to pack lunch—a black-
ening banana peel languishes outside on the ice; and
he’ll wait quietly near the eight holes he’s augered
through the ice and rigged with tip-ups, a device that
launches a flag, signaling the bait has been taken. Yet
instead of sending his intentions to heaven, Adam, like
all anglers, focuses his hopes below, deep below, as this
homestead sits 100 feet over the lake bottom.
“Trout like the cold,” he says about his strategic

location, “but there’s no guarantee…” And yet, he has
already caught seven fish today, but can only keep two,
the legal limit. He brandishes his most recent “Laker,”
or lake trout, draping its body sideways against the
measuring tape built into his tackle box. His catch has
to be 18 inches long before it can come home as a tro-
phy or dinner. But Adam doesn’t like to eat them; for
him it’s more about engaging with something living in
the dark, cold depths.

Two miles away, in a camper parked mid-lake and
redolent with the smell of bacon, sits Lonnie, a retired
state police officer. He offers me a cup of coffee and
further insight as to why a man would spend his winter
in quiet pursuit of fish.
“It’s not expensive, like skiing. And it’s anti-exhila-

ration,” which for Lonnie is a good thing. “Although,”
he admits, “my heart pops when the flag goes up.”
Lonnie lost his original shanty last fall when it

washed downriver during Tropical Storm Irene. “It’s
probably somewhere between Northfield and
Montpelier; maybe some kids will find it and start over,
that’s how these things are made anyway: from parts.
Shanties are like the go-carts we made when I was
growing up. You could always tell what someone’s dad
did for a living by his son’s go-cart. If the cart had
wall-to-wall carpeting, his dad… you know. And if his
dad was a welder it was all welded out of spare parts or
if his dad sided houses… same with shanties.”
Lonnie found this camper for sale and used remnants

from a flooring project to insulate it. “My wife made
the curtains,” he adds, smirking at the tropical fish fab-
ric brightening the view of pure white outside.

During the six-week season, I go from shanty to shanty
like a wayward trick-or-treater. I visit the “Lunker
Bunker,” a casual 8x8 fiberglass shanty owned by
Nathan Pike, whose name is engraved on the black
marble sign. (He’s a maintenance guy for one of the
Barre granite sheds.)
Next I meet the Bedouin of the lake, Billy

Holbrook, who fishes out of a tent that he packs on the
back of an ATV. If the fishing isn’t so good one place,
he simply moves “across town” or even to another
lake. And by the west shore I encounter two 20-some-
thing gentleman who decline to be named, relaxing in
“The Smoking Frog,” an old-fashioned Winnebago
painted green and illustrated with a gigantic cartoon
frog. Inside their abode a cozy fire flickers in a minia-
ture woodstove and there’s a sweet nectar to the air as
if the inhabitants might have been burning something
else as well. Here, in the warm, windproof belly of the
Frog, I get a basic primer on the “bait-and-wait” kinds
of freshwater trout. They give it to me straight. There

are four kinds found here: brown trout, which are
aggressive; lake trout, which can weigh 20 pounds;
rainbow trout; and brookies. For the best eating, they
advise, catch the latter two.

As the weeks of lake-walking and Nosy Parkering
wear on, I meet Tyler Mayo celebrating his thirtieth
birthday in a shack built with a door subtracted from
his son’s bedroom. I meet seven-year-old James
Montgomery who has been on the lake with his dad
since six a.m. and caught two trout. When I ask,
among the things to do, is ice fishing in the top five,
James scowls, “No. First!”
And on one serendipitous visit I’m given a lake-wide

tour in a Polaris Ranger by Nate of the Lunker Bunker,
who sums up ice fishing’s allure. “It’s peaceful. It’s
relaxing. Out here, you kinda feel like family.”
As if to underscore the point, Nate’s cousin drives

over in the passenger seat of a Ford F150, lifts his
Coors, and says they got a “coupla Lakers but let ’em
all back.”
“That man over there,” Nate says, pointing back

toward the beach, “That’s Armour. I only know him
from the lake.”

Out here the only sounds are the shushing wind, the
buzzing gasoline auger, the high-pitch grinding of a
snow machine, and then in odd moments, the booming
ice as a truck coasts across. It’s a low-bass sound, lub
dub like a heart, only louder, like a lake-sized heart.
As I spend weekends striding the great distances

between shanties, my noisy mind irons itself out, and I
find solace in the basic elements: white ice, blasting
wind, and huge sky.
But one day I finally discover the real answer to

what compels someone to stake a hunk of their winter
life sitting in a shack on a lake.
As I wrap up my interview with the folks in the

Smoking Frog, I gaze out and spot a solitary man in the
distance crouched over the ice. By the time I reach
Josh, who grew up in Gulf Shores, Ala., he is already
pulling his line out of the hole. The monofilament is so
slender and invisible it looks as if he is pantomiming
the act with his bare hands. The only noise is a crow
cawing somewhere in the trees on shore. As he extracts
his line, Josh says this is his second year ice fishing,
and that if his ancestors could see him this far north,
willingly living in two-degree-below weather, they’d be
flopping in their graves.
Finally Josh kneels on the ice and leans in. He

crooks his finger in the emerging trout’s gill, then from
the fathomless hole he pulls up one of the most beauti-
ful things I have ever seen. Its mottled scales are like
Van Gogh’s stars, the gills deep red expanded fans.
Josh has just executed a magic trick, pulling this shim-
mering creature from the bottom of the lake—a gam-
bler’s payoff in the coldest, least hospitable casino. It’s
Josh’s first-ever trout. He measures the Laker against
his tackle-box ruler. Just barely legal, he studies his
treasure once more, then lets the elegant bullion slip
back through the hole it came from. In a swish it is
gone, already careening beneath The Inhabitants on the
frozen surface of Caspian Lake. �

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Nate Pike closes the door to his ice shanty, The Lunker Bunker. Robbie Montgomery’s lake trout.

James Montgomery, 7, pulls up his line from the depths of Caspian.
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